
The purpose of the United Religions Initiative in
North America is to promote enduring, daily
interfaith cooperation, to end religiously
motivated violence, and to create cultures of
peace, justice and healing for the earth and all
living beings by connecting and empowering the
interfaith movement in the North America
region.
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URI Youth
Ambassadors

Program accepting
applications until

November 2 
 

-------
 

It is not too soon to
begin planning for
World Interfaith

Harmony Week,  first
week in Feb, 2013. 

IDP Follow-through: Push 4 Peace, is a mother's
push to give birth to her child. In this case the child we
are expecting is Humanity as One.
 
Pledge for Peace: Take the pledge. Be part of the
story. Let's make it happen!

Hope Can Win over Hate Speech
and you can help

 
From the October Issue of the Bay Area Interfaith
Connect, by Paul Andrews, ICP Treasurer: It’s pretty
easy these days for one intolerant person to grab a
“media megaphone” and stir up a storm ... We can’t
silence these voices by force – the right to free speech
is too important. And we can’t shout them down – that
just leads to more violence. But most important of
all…we can’t stay silent and do nothing.
 
So what CAN we do?  We can start learning about
people just like us who have taken positivee and
effective action to respond to hate speech,
intolerance and bigotry. We can learn from stories
where, in communities around the world, hope has
actually won over intolerance.  Read more...

Muslim Voices on the Film and Protests 
 

Stay Connected
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The Blog is Hot!!!
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The Euphrates Institute, a URI in N.Am. Cooperation Circle,
asked some of their contacts in the Middle East for their
reactions to recent events: the film, the protests and their
effect on the Arab Spring, and on the relations between the
West and the Middle East.  Here are the replies...
 

Postponed from September 15 to October 20, 2012
pg 

                                           (click image to download full size
flyer)
 
WHEN: Saturday, Oct 20, 2012, 8:30 am – 1:30 pm
WHERE: Bay Area Family Church, 2305 Washington
Ave., San Leandro. $10 suggested donation $5 for
students.
 
Keynote speakers will be Rev. Charles Gibbs of URI,
Herb Behrstock of Eastbay UNA, and Pastor Kevin
Thompson.
 
There will also be a beautiful Bridge of Peace Ceremony,
and a chance to have lunch together with your new-
found brothers and sisters.  Read more...

IDP Follow-through: Peace Sunday / Peace
Fest 2012 - Sep 21-23, Los Angeles 

Peace Sunday/Peace Fest 2012 was the beginning of
a 4-year campaign ending in 2015 with a mega-festival
to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the United Nations
and the 50th anniversary of the Unity-and-Diversity
World Council (UDC). Each month going forward towards
IDP 2013 will have its own schedule of events beginning
with a Holy Day Season Interfaith Celebration in
December sponsored by organizations in the interfaith
and intercultural fields.  read more

URI Charlotte Celebrated IDP in Style
 

 

More IDP 2012
Free NPA

Curriculum *** IDP at
the UN *** (not quite)
World's Largest Peace

Sign *** From Rio+20 to
IDP by Rebecca Tobias

*** Wave of Peace ***
Food4Peace in TN  

Hope over Hate
Love Over Hate

Response to NYC
Subway Ads *** One
Person  by Rebecca

Cataldi *** Muhammad,
Legacy of a Prophet ***

God of Hope and
Compassion

Interfaith Faith
Creating the Order of

Universal Interfaith TIO
article *** Towards an
Interfaith Theology by
Rev Dr George Wolfe

*** The Emerging
Interfaith Landscape by

Rev Leland Stewart
 

 Newsletters
TIO September ***

Euphrates Fall *** Bay
 Area Interfaith

October *** S.A.R.A.H.
October *** Rothko
October *** ICCCC

October *** Marin Sep
28 *** Greenfaith

October

More
New UN Post-2015
MDGs FBO talks ***

Huge Gift 4 NPA ***
Euphrates Weekly:

 Compassion *** Seattle:
Transform Self -

Transform the
World *** SFIC Dinner
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URI Charlotte had an awesome program for IDP. "The
speakers and the choirs brought us a sense of hope, as
we, joined with the Hearts of all present, listened to
words and to music that proved to all present, that
Charlotte is indeed blessed with people who are striving
and working together for Peace." More photos and
details here. Planning for 2013 IDP is already in the
works.

Talks 10/22 *** Wise
Women Speak w/

Audrey Scott Williams
10/15 *** Hebrew

Golden Rule Poster
Free *** Global

Warming by George
Wolfe *** Move your

Money *** SFIC Share
in the joy! ***

Community Trauma
Template in FL
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of the global URI
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